The Faculty of Classics was ranked first among Classics Departments in the UK’s two most recent research assessment exercises. Its 30 academic staff are world leaders in fields that range over all areas of classical culture and the classical tradition.

MPhil students benefit from taught courses on a range of skills, from epigraphy and numismatics to palaeography and museology. The course also allows you to broaden your classical knowledge and engage with big ideas, from the transformation of the Roman world to topical issues such as nature.

Classics at Cambridge has extraordinary research resources. The Faculty building houses a richly-stocked library, the designated Mycenaean Epigraphy Room, and the Museum of Classical Archaeology with its 600 casts and large sherd and epigraphic squeeze collections. The University Library is nearby, as is the Fitzwilliam Museum, whose world-class holdings include major collections of Greek and Roman antiquities.

Many of our graduates pursue PhD research and academic careers in Classics throughout the world. Others go on to a wide range of non-academic careers. They leave the MPhil as astute readers of texts able to compose lucid and persuasive academic arguments, with the tools to ask – and answer – the most wide-ranging and ambitious research questions.

www.classics.cam.ac.uk